ADJUSTABLE-HEIGHT TABLE SYSTEMS

FEET and FRAMES
SHIFT™ feet and frames come in various configurations and designs to suit your needs. Feet are available in multiple
lengths to accommodate work surfaces of varying sizes. Available in both black and silver powder-coat colors, SHIFT feet
are made of 7-gauge steel with 5/16”-18” threaded holes for attaching glides. Custom designs and colors are also available.
Two applications are available for mounting the feet to the leg columns: Standard and Dive. With a standard mount
application, the leg column sits on top of the foot while a dive mount option is used when lower start heights are required,
due to standards such as ANSI-HFES.
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ADJUSTABLE-HEIGHT TABLE SYSTEMS

FEET and FRAMES
Frames are available to support one-, two-, and three-leg table applications. Standard two-leg table
configurations utilize a simple top plate and single stretcher bar assembly, to minimize profile depth and
maximize knee clearance below the work surface.
For oversized table applications, a two-bar frame assembly is available if additional stability is required.
Three-leg configurations do not require stretcher bars and come standard with top plates only.
Feet and frames can both be customized to fit your work-surface needs.
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